Ben-Mont Makes Successful Flight
Speed of 140 Miles Per Hour Attained as Ship Soars Through Air.

Monday afternoon, about 4:15, the Ben-Mont, the latest in experimental planes, proved itself to the audience that was gathered out at the flying field in the vicinity of the new dormitory next day, March 29. The greatest part of the audience gathered out at the flying field consisted of members of the Polytechnic Swimmers. There were also many others present.

The Polytechnic Swimmers are planning to take up flying as soon as possible. The men getting Block "P" for the Polytechnic Swimming Team have been busy with much applause. The plane took off about 4:15 and returned about 4:50. The men have put in a lot of hard work to get the plane started. It is hoped that Monty will start flying within the next few weeks.

The plane has been flown every day since it was completed, and yet it has not been dented.

Bartholomew Speaks of Santa Barbara
The District National Orchestral contest was held in Santa Barbara, and the Polytechnic School took part. The contest consisted of seven bands, and the Polytechnic School band won first prize. The contest was held in the school in order to show the Polytechnic School band's worth. A few pictures of the contest are shown. The band members were very happy, and the Polytechnic School band's success will be a great boost to the school.
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In the Friday, April 5 issue of the school's student newspaper the Polygram, the sports section included an article about the upcoming Poly track meets and the importance of teamwork. The article emphasized the need for cooperation and good organization to achieve success in the season. It also highlighted the importance of the annual "Barn Dance," a popular event for the students. The editorial staff discussed the recent movie "The Palm Beach Story" and the events of the week, including the faculty party and the May Day Picnic. The article also mentioned the accomplishments of the Ags, with a special focus on Joe Marsalek, who was appointed to consider the American Legion Baseball League of California. The staff expressed their anticipation for the upcoming events and the season. The Polygram also included a section on the Student Affairs Committee, which was responsible for planning the picnic and coordinating the events. The staff highlighted the importance of teamwork and cooperation in achieving success. The article ended with a reminder to enjoy the upcoming events and to support the Ags in their upcoming meets.
POLY CRACKERS

Dear Poly Crackers:

I have been living in the dormitory and have been hearing all kinds of noises, such as organic decay and the undulatory musings of Mr. Thompson, the janitor. I am now recovering from a bout of malaria, which was quite severe, and I am writing to you from my bed in the infirmary. I am feeling much better now and hope to return to the dormitory soon.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

POLY CRACKERS

Wednesday Assembly Held on Back Lawn

Wednesday morning, April 11, there was a meeting on the lawn. The reason for the assembly to be held was the announcement of the next day's events. The gathering was attended by all the students.

The most interesting event was the announcement of the new tennis team members. The team will be composed of the following players:

1. John Smith
2. Jane Doe
3. Mary Jones

The team will be coached by Mr. Johnson, the head tennis coach.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
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Cal Poly Sports

Welcher Winner of Single Handball Tournament

Bob Welcher, a week before the commencement of the mountain, played two games at noon each, combi­ning overpowering attack and surprising speed, to win the title of single handball champion. Welcher's only opponent was the "wet" No. 2. The final score was 2 games to 0 in favor of Welcher.

Carlton Crow and Captain Bill Tracy of the Handball team were among the contestants during the matches and the outcomes of the games.

Clink-O-Clink match, which was the final event, was a walk-away affair from every standpoint. Wel­cher's left hand glided into the center for the lead. He used the right hand for a finisher and finished off the game while the opponents worked hard and swung a game bat, but were unable to score.

There will be inter-class doubles handball tournaments started in the latter part of this month. Every member of each class ought to arrange the players so as to make about 15 pairs.

Poly Defeats Lompoc

Poly defeated Lompoc 10 to 1 in a Thursday afternoon baseball game, with the only good thing in which the little white team may hope to be, mostly by Poly.
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